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T:I. (Computer Science & Engineering) (part-Iil)
(Semestcr-V) (Revised) Examination, May - iOtl

Sub. Code : 66296 ' ,,:,:

Day and Date : Thursday, I8-05-2017
Time : 10.00 a.m. to I.00 p.m.

Instructions : 1) Questions 4 and I are compulsory.
2) Attempt any four questions from remaining questions.
3) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
4) Assumesuitabledatawherevernecessary.

Ql) a) Explain space and time complexity with suitable example. ts]b) Find an optimal solution to the Knapsack instance, n:4, m:30, profit
(pl,p2,p3,p4): (27,20,24,15) and weights (wl, wZ,w3,w4): (15,
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10, 19, 10).

Q2) a) 
lxpl,arn 

Merge SortAlgorithm with example. Show that its coinnlexity is
O(n log n). Islb) betA:4 and probabilities with which identifiers (a1, a2,; a; i+): (do,if,

"'unsuccessful searches are q(O:a) : (3, 4, l, 1, 1). Design optimar binary
search tree using dynamic programming. tSl

Q3) a) Apply Prim's and Kruskal'sAlgorithm to find minimum Spanning Tree
for following graph.
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Explain solution to all pair shortest path problem using dynamic
programming. lg]
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Q4) Write short note on (Solve any three):
a) Randomizglllgorithm
b) BinarySe,,q$Algorithm
c) HuffoaB.tode
d) 0/f Knapsack Problem'

algoritm used to find whether graph is connected or not.

Q6)

Q7) a)

b)
Explain backtracking solution to n-Queens problem.

Q8) Write short note on:

") Define the following terms:

i) Detenninistic andnon-deterministicalgorithms

ii) Decision and OptimizationProblems

iii) P and NP Problems

b) ButterflyNetwork

c) MESH Computational Model.
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Q5) a)''ffow that CNF satisfiability is reducible to directed Hemiltonian cycle. [8]
b)""'What are connected components and spanning tiees? How is BFS

a)

b)
Explain solution to Graph Coloring problem using backtracking. t8]
Explain how to find Articulation point using DFS. Identifu articulation
points for the following undirected graph by using DFS spanning tree.[8]
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p,,1.gsgribe and give example of prefix computational model':$tt pRaU.
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